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SPECTROMETER DESIGN AT LASL

by

Henry A. Thiessen and Morris M. Klein

ABSTRACT

We review the results of recent work at Los Alamos in the area of spectrom-
eter design. Included are reports of results of bending magnet design using Ht-
windings for fine adjustment of the field uniformity, high quality quadrupole
design, and high resolution detectors. We discuss details of an optimizing ray
tracing program called MOTER, and give several recent results obtained with this
program. We believe that the techniques reported here represent significant
developments in the technology of spectrometer design and have important applica-
tions in the areas of medium energy and high energy physics.

I . INTRODUCTION

We review recent developments in the area of

spectrometer design at LASL and present a collection

of the highlights of net? techniques and results

which may be of interest. Complete reports will be

published at a later date.

Most of this work has been done with a ray

tracing code which is an outgrowth of a program

provided to us by Stanley Kowalski and Harald Enge

of MIT. Our work on program MOTER (Morris'

Optimized Tracing of Enge's Jays) consists basically

of the addition of an optimizer, an objective func-

tion definition, a random ray generator, and a few

new elements to the MIT code. We have made several

checks to prove that rays am traced identically

with Kowalski's code. We assume here a familiarity

with the MIT code although, to our knowledge, a

report of this work has not been published elsewhere.

II. FIRST ORDER

We start with the premise that first order

optics and economics together dictate the basic de-

sign of any system. The principles of first order
2

optics have been presented elsewhere and a very

general program, TRANSPORT, is in widespread use

for performing first order calculations. In design-

ing a spectrometer, it is important that high

resolution be obtained at minimum cost. In Ref. 2,

an equation for first order resolving power has

been derived

Rl xo
S (a) do (1)

where da is the differential bending angle and S (a)

is the amplitude of the sine-like ray at location a.

To minimize cost, one should minimize the weight of

bending magnets. The weight of such magnets can be

minimized if their width is minimized; such a

condition obtains if S (a) is large and nearly con-

stant throughout the bends.

It is not sufficient to minimize the width of

the bending magnets since one must simultaneously

minimize their gap height. In many cases, the y-

plane mode is not strongly constrained by system

performance and can be adjusted to minimize the gap

of the bending magnets. For the case of an ellip-

soidal phase space and a uniform field bending

magnet, the minimum gap occurs if there is a waist

in the center of the magnet. Near this waist, the

beam size is given by the relation

(2)

where y is the half-size of the beam at the waist,



z is the distance from the waist, Tp is the beam

phase space ny § , and <j) is the half-divergence of

the beam at the waist. The minimum* gap under these

conditions i s given by the relation

g/2 = vCp~ (3)

where L is the full length of the magnet. Note

that for an H magnet the ratio of width to gap

should be greater than 4:1 to minimize cost.

III. SECOND ORDER

In many cases we are concerned with minimizing

the contribution of second order terms to the spot

size. In a second order approximation to a system,

the mean square spot size can be written

x j ( 0)

(4)

where x.(0) [x.(1)] is the i-th component of a ray

vector at location 0[l] in a system. For a phase

space which is upright at location 0, we find that

Z M ±
2 <x2(0)> <x2(o)x2(0)>

(5)

Since the T ..'s are linear functions of the sextu-
2pole strengths, a straightforward solution to

minimizing the spot size can be obtained.

We have found that in many cases the sextupole

strengths required to minimize the spot size are

too large to be physically obtainable. In such

cases, it may still be possible to find an accept-

able solution if we minimize the quantity

ff2 ffi m
(6)

where the S 's are the adjustable sextupole
m

strengths of the problem and a is a weight which is

adjusted by trial and error. By choosing a small

enough, it is always possible to obtain a solution

wl.th physically obtainable sextupoles. Of course

it is possible that a system cannot be corrected,

in which case only a small improvement in the mean

square spot size can be obtained for reasonable

sextupole strengths. We have written a special

program (MINIM) to do the minimization defined

above. It is possible to build such a procedure

into TRANSPORT.* However we feel that our program

is more flexible and requires less computer time,

hence we have not attempted to modify the TRANSPORT

code.

If the use of the above procedure results in an

unsatisfactory solution, we may try two additional

remedies. The first is.to use a tilted focal plane.

The above technique can be used as long as the T , 's

are defined on the tilted focal plane. A more power-

ful technique consists of measuring several components

of the ray vector for each event, then letting the

data acquisition computer correct for higher order

terms. For example, if there is a large <x|62> term,

it may be possible to measure 9 well enough to cor-

rect this term by computation without using any s^x-

tupoles. A program (MINIM3) has been written to

optimize sextupoles for the case when several quanti-

ties are measured, but with finite measuring errors.

By using this technique and measuring x, 6, y, and

<£, a factor of ten reduction in the second order

contribution to the EPICS spectrometer resolution

resulted. This improvement was required to make

construction of this spectrometer feasible.

IV. HIGH QUALITY DIPOLES USING H£ WINDINGS

Before going on to the extension of these

procedures to ray tracing, we should pause to con-

sider the elements available to the spectrometer

designer. Dipoles from the heart of any spectrometer

system and the mosfi severe requirements for field

quality usually occur in these elements. Following

the suggestion of K. Halbach, we have built our

magnets with a series of trim windings whose purpose

is to provide an adjustment of the midplane field

of a dipole. In Fig. 1, we show the cross section

of our prototype magnet which has seven pairs of

trim windings at the interface between the pole tip

and the yoke. We call these windings Ht-windings,

since they are designed to provide a tangential

component oi H at the iron/air interface. Ht is

related to the midplane field by the relation

Hy(x,0)f^.g) tanh
dxl (7)

where H (x,0) is the large (uniform) field component

of the dipole. In Fig. 2, we show the field observed

in the gap with no current in the Ht-windings. In

Fig. 3 we show the field observed after one iteration
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Fig. 1. Cross section of prototype magnet with Ht-windings.
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Fig. 2. Midplane field in prototype magnet with no excitation of H -windings.
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Fig. 3. Measured midplane field of prototype magnet
compared with the computer prediction for
optimized H -winding currents.

of our H -winding adjustment program. The initial

procedure for determining the appropriate adjustment

for these windings is quite complicated; however,

the results seem to be quite reproducible. We note,

that the rate at which adjustments to the main

current are made severely affect the field distri-

bution. In Fig. 4 we show the field observed after

a linear change in current from 21 kG to 14 kG in

two minutes. In Fig. 5 we show the field observed

wii-h the same change made over a five minute time

period.6

(120 MC)
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Fig. 4. Measured midplane field of prototype magnet
after a two minute change in field from
saturation to 14 kG.

Fig. 5. Measured midplane field of prototype magnet
after a five minute change in field from
saturation to 14 kG.

We have adopted an unconventional approach to

the design of the ends of the dipoles. A drawing

of the version of the ends adopted for the EPICS

channel is shown in Fig. 6. We USPH a saddle coil

and a very close in field clamp to minimize the

effect of the location of tha coil on the effective

edge. We have constructed straight coils which do

not attempt to follow the effective edge since our

calculations show only a small effect, and we have

compensated this by a small distortion of the field

clamp. We hope that any remaining effect can be

corrected by an adjustment of the central field usitig

the H -windings. Should that be impossible, we can

modify the field clamps without large additional

END PiLICE

Fig. 6. End geometry for FPICS dipoles.



expense. In Table I we present the calculated loca-

tion of the effective edge as a function of field

and as a function of nose position.

TABLE I

nose (inches
outside reference)

2.8
3.8
4.8
5.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

e.f.b.
(inches inside
reference)

.8824

.6706

.4915

.3458

.4910

.4913

.4910

.4909

7.9
12.6
16.6
18.6

In Table II, we present the calculated coef-

ficients for the ray tracing program as a function

of nose location. Also shown is the TRANSPORT in--

put parameter k..."

Coefficient

TABLE II

nose position
2.8"

.11755

1.9592

-,30315

.62766

-.061845

.017904

.3924

4.8"

.22389

1.6389

-.42538

.39693

-.077843

.045927

.4626

5.8"

.27021

1.5550

-.43643

.33542

-.091894

.043207

.4920

We have found that it is very inexpensive to

purchase large SCR power supplies with regulation

between 10"* and 10"5 depending on the quality of

the current monitor used. For powering the EPICS

beam line, we have purchased one 1000 kW main

supply and four smaller shunt supplies (-0 to - 4 % ) .

All four magnets will be powered in aeries; the

shunts will provide individual adjustment. Should

the regulation of the system prove inadequate, we

will later use the shunt supplies as the final

stage of regulation. This whole system with trans-

ductor reference was purchased for $35/kW.

V. HIGH QUALITY QUADRUPOLES

In a paper presented to the Fourth Internation-

al Conference on Magnet Technology, BNL, September

1972, W. Hassenzhal author, it is demonstrated

that it is now possible to design and build

q.iadrupoles which have less than the order of 0.1%

harmonic content in the integrated field. Such

quadrupoles can be made either in a conventional

symmetric form or in a narrow version without

detectable loss in field quality.

VI. DETECTORS

Many critical assumptions about detectors are

built into present-day spectrometer designs. It

appears that for many applications, multi-wire

proportional chambers have great promise.7 At Los

Alamos, we have developed a bifilar helical chamber

which gives better than 0.33 mm fwhm resolution for

minimum ionizing particles incident normal to the

chamber (see Figs. 7 and 8) and can handle a maximum

instantaneous rate approaching 10° particles/second."

A simpler version of this chamber is presently under

development. This simpler version has been used

with 15 MeV protons incident at 55° to the normal.

We observed 0.6 mm fwhra resolution in this test;

all of this width could be explained by the beam

size so that a good measurement of the resolution

has yet to be made. We expect to be atle to

achieve 0.25 mm resolution with both versions of

helical chambers. For heavy ion work, ir is likely

that such chambers can give as good dE/dx and timing

information as is available from any proportional

chamber.

In order to use these chambers with spectrom-

eters, it is necessary to be aware of their limita-

tions. First, it is difficult to make a chamber

more than 0.5 m long. Second, it is likely that

resolution degrades seriously if the chambers are

not normal to the beam and minimum ionizing parti-

cles are detected (in high energy applications,

spark chamber resolution degrades on the order of

a factor of two for particles incident at 45° to the

normal). For high and medium energy applications,

it is possible to use two detectors to project to

the focal plane without serious loss of resolution

since multiple scattering can be small. Finally,

proportional chambers cannot easily be made to con-

form to a curved focal "plane," particularly one

that is curved in two dimensions.

VII. PROGRAM M0TER

A. Modifications to Ray Tracing

He have made several modifications to the



Fig. 7. Helical multiwire proportional chamber.
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basic ray tracing. First, we changed the method of

integration to the "predictor corrector" method. In

addition, a helix is used in the uniform field

region of dipoles. Since the magnetic field is eval-

uated less than half as often, a factor of two im-

provement in running time was expected. The new

code is significantly faster, but the expected im-

provement was not observed.

In the fringe field region of dipoles we now

use revised formulas to derive the midplane field.

The midplane field is given by the expression

B
B =y 1 + exp(C(S)) (8)

and

C(S) = CQ + S + C 2 S
2 + S3 + S 4 + S5.

(9)

In our version of the program, gS is the distance

from the point of field evaluation to the effective

edge, and g is the full gap of the dipole. S is

determined numerically. In order to speed up the

calculation, we changed the basic second order shape

from a circle to a parabola. At the same time, we

normalized the higher order terms as shown in the

equation for the effective edge below:

RAP
x2

RW2
+ CAT (—,-) + CFV

RWJ
CNN

RW RW

(10)

The quantity RW is usually chosen to be the first

order beam size plus one gap. The new definition

of the coefficients is such that for coefficients

of equal magnitude, the affect of each order on the

outermost rays is approximately the same.

We have changed the quadrupole subroutine to

the improved version, POLES, provided by Stanley

Kowalski. This subroutine allows for all multi-

poles through duodecapole in the interior region.

Expansion of the quadrupole field is accurate

through fifth order in the fringe field region.

However, there is a fundamental problem of obtaining

input data for this code. In the region where

there is a variation of the field with z, the field

due to the quadrupole can be expanded in the form

Hr(z,8) A2n(z) r
2 sin 29 . (11)

Rotating coil measurements with a short coil are

related to the sum of all terms; the program POLES

uses Aj,(Z) as input. We at Los Alamos have not

yet found time to determine A_^ from the data. We

know of no published work on this problem. More

serious difficulties exist for the higher harmonics

since for good magnets they are zero except in the

fringe field region.

We have added new elements to the ray tracing

package which perform the following functions:

DRIFT; SLIT, which includes multiple scattering and

energy loss for a wedge absorber; SEPARATOR, which

simulates the crossed field separator used in the

EPICS beam; and FOCAL, which provides for a tilted,

curved focal "plane." These elements are required

for ray tracing of all the beams and spectrometers

at Los Alamos.

B. Definition of Figure-of-MeriL

The first and most important step in automatic

optimization of parameters was the definition of

the figure-of-merit. We chose a generalized mean

square resolution since it is a compromise between

the full width at half-maximum and the full width

at the base which are commonly used as a measure of

spectrometer resolution. In addition, this defini-

tion offers simplicity of calculation and allows us

to choose from •> large number of optimization

programs available for use with the least squares

problem. Finally, this figure-of-merit is directly

applicable to on-line ray tracing using particle

beams.

We minimize the following quantity

" 8 S

+ V -V . (12)
i=iai

In the above expression, the a's are arbitrary

weights to be adjusted by the user. The D terms

("Demands") each have the following form

v 2 > •
The brackets indicate an average over the phase

(13)



space of the beam. The Pk's are products of up to

four terms of the form

X , (Loc,)
compl 1 •X ,(Loc.)

comp4 4
(14)

Each of these indicates one oi' the six components

of the vector defining a ray at a particular loca-

tion in a beam. The c's are either fixed or ad-

justed as part of the optimization (but at least

one of the c's in each demand must be fixed in

order to have a well defined objective function).

The S ("strength") terms are put in as a

penalty for large multipole strengths in an analo-

gous way to the peanalty applied for large sextu-

pole strengths in the second order program dis-

cussed earlier.

A few examples may increase the clarity of the

demand definition. In these examples, location 0

is the entrance to a system, location 1 is the exit

of a system, and the six components of the ray

vector are x, s', y, y', L, & in the notation of

the TRANSPORT program.

A demand appropriate for a simple spectrometer

is

(15)

where c is adjustable. Minimizing this expression

will optimize the resolution, and the best fit will

value of c is the negative of the dispersion. To

make an image with a magnification of -1, one would

minimize

X;La)r> . (16)

If we want to design a spectrometer with a position

sensitive detector at the entrance and a position

and an^le sensitive detector at the exit, and in

addition we want to assume that the data analysis

program is to correct for a large <x|x > aberration

in the forward direction and a large <x|9 > aber-

ration in the backward direction, we would minimize

the expression

To simulate the effects of measuring errors, we

simply substitute x for x everywhere in the demand,

where

x + e (18)

and E is a small random measuring error. When meas-

uring errors are included, the brackets indicate an

average over the phase space of the beam and a large

number of measurements.

C. Optimizer

We use an optimizer based on a modified version

of the Levenberg Method^ which has been used for

optics problems at Los Alamos for many years. The

required derivatives are obtained numerically. This

method is particularly suited to problems such as

this in which calculation of derivatives is expensive

in computer time whereas calculation of $ is less

expensive. Note also that the normalization of the

effective edge parameters chosen earlier allows a

single step size for numerical differentiation

which can be used for parameters of all orders. In

addition, the derivative matrix is better conditioned

than would have been the case with the MIT definition.

D. Random Ray Generator

In some cases, it is necessary to consider

beams which have large phase space in five dimen-

sions. We have found that a reliable calculation

of the resolution can be obtained with far fewer

rr'ys if we use randomly chosen rays rather than a

ray set with uniform spacing. For example, to ac-

curately define all terms through fifth order in a

system with midplane symmetry, 136 rays would be

required. On the other hand, with 15 adjustable

parameters, we have found that 50 randomly

chosen rays are sufficient for the optimization.

The modifications to the ray tracing code re-

quired to use random rays include inserting a ray

generator and a method of simulating the apertures

of the system. In adrlition, several changes were

required to prevent rays from using a large amount

of computer time if they enter an undefined region

of magnetic field. With the random ray generator

<[xg(0) c3x1(0)x1(0) (17)



and the simulated apertures, we believe that reliable

calculation of the acceptance of a system is possible.

At present, we are limited to 400 rays, or 5%

statistical accuracy.

VIII.

A.

APPLICATIONS

HRS Beam Line

The 800 MeV high resolution proton spectrom-

eter (HRS) system at Los Alamos consists of two

parts; a beam line made of five bending magnets and

12 quadrupoles, and a spectrometer consisting of two

bending magnets and one quadrupole (Fig. 9 ) . The

beam line provides a dispersed beam with adjustable

vertical dispersion. In the horizontal plane a small,

parallel beam is required which is approximately In-

dependent of the dispersion adjustment. The design

resolution of the beam line is 1 part in 10 .

The beam line consists of three sections: first,

a 6° deflection system to separate the H and H~

beams; second, two horizontal 57 bending magnets to

TO BEAM DUMP

SPECTROMETER
PIVOT POINT a

TARGET

3.5 METER HIGH RESOLUTION
SPECTROMETER MOMENTUM-
LOSS CONFIGURATION

LOS ALAMOS MESON PHYSICS FACILITY

BEAM AREA "C"

SMELOING PLUS
^-STRIPPER/ / rLC'*

.,./.,.../..t..,.^gg

Fig. 9. Plan view of HRS beam l ine .



provide the required dispersion; and third, a ten

quadrupole system which twists the dispersion to

the vertical plane and provides for adjustable dis-

persion. The first order design was done with

TRANSPORT. Second order difficulties occurred

only for chromatic aberrations; it was possible to

correct only the <y|66> term. Using program MINIM,

we optimized the four radii on the 57° magnets to

simultaneously optimize the resolution over the

whole range of dispersion adjustment (from 15 cm/%

to 66 cm/%). Then using MOTER, we adjusted the

quadrupoles to give correct first order properties.

The resulting resolution was close enough to speci-

fications that no higher order corrections were re-

quired. The resulting resolution function is shown

in Fig. 10. We also tried changing from the early

quadrupole subroutine to POLES and saw no observable

change in the resolution.

60
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Fig. 10. HRS beam line resolution function.

B. QDD Spectrometer

The HRS spectrometer is a QDD which was de-

signed by Kowalski and Enge12 before MOTER was

written (Fig. 11). The focal plane angle was to be

30°; we planned to use detectors normal to the cent-

central ray and project to the focal plane. The high

order corrections required are small and only second

order corrections were built into the pole tips.

J. Spencer recently designed the field clamps using

the MOTER program. The calculated resolution using

detectors normal to the beam was approximately 10"*.

Putting in all the information available at the

exit of the spectrometer reduced this a factor of

four. An additional factor of two was obtained by

TARGET
TRANSFER
MECHANISM

\ \ l SLIDING
SCATTERING .. .> .a5_
CHAMBER—**^. - . . . / T [S£M

I BEAM

AIR PADS

(, . .5 ' .
GRAPHIC SCALE

Fig. 11. HRS spectrometer, elevation view.

using MOTER to optimize the field clamps on the four

magnet boundaries. The resolution function for

± 2.5% momentum spread before and after the MOTER

adjustment is given in Fig. 12. Note that by

optimizing mean square resolution, we simultaneously

improve the full width at half-maximum and the full

width at the base.

C. EPICS Beam Line

The Energetic Pion Beam and Spectrometer System

(EPICS) is a high resolution system designed for

pion scattering experiments between 100 MeV and 300

MeV. The beam line consists of four bending magnets

and a crossed field separator (Fig. 13). In this

system, all eight magnet edges have fourth order

curves to correct aberrations.

The original design goal was for 10"* resolution

and a focal plane normal to the central ray. The

system was first designed vith TRANSPORT. The

program MINIM was used to correct second order aber-

rations. A search of first order parameter space

was required to find a design which could be cor-

rected with reasonable edge curves. In this search,

more than 90 different first order designs were

considered. The resulting second order design in-

dicated that 10 resolution could be achieved.

10
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Fig. 12. HRS spectrometer resolution function
before and after optimization of the
field clamps,

Ray tracing this system with MOTER proved to

be quite troublesome. It Is difficult to general-

ize from the experience and our best guess as to

what happened is that the second order corrections

required were very strong, increasing the troubles

with higher order aberrations. The optimized solu-

tions with MOTER always reduced the second order

strengths and put in aome higher order curves as

well. In the end, we settled for 2.4 x 10~* resolu-

tion for a system with a normal focal plane, a

solid angle of 3.S mar, and « nomentun acceptance

EPICS CHANNEL

SCALE (METERS)

Fig. 13. EPICS beau line, elevation view.

of 2Z. The resolution function for the EPICS beam

is shown in Fig. 14. Note that without the MOTER

program, it would have been impossible to build this

beam line.

D. EPICS Spectrometer

The spectrometer for EPICS was the most diffi-

cult design problem of all those we faced at Los

Alamos. The major new features we had to cope with

were the large target size (20 cm x 10 cm), the

large momentum spread (± 10Z), and the length re-

quirement imposed by the short lifetime of the pion.

The final design, which M. Thomason and H. Thiessen

came up with, consists of a symmetric triplet which

Fig. 14. EPICS beam line resolution function.
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Images the target onto the first detector. A DD

spectrometer Is then used to measure the scattered

particle momentum (Fig. 15). This EPICS system is

an "absolute" system in the sense that both the

beam particle momentum and the scattered particle

momentum are measured; in the HRS and some other

systems, only the difference between these momenta

are measured.

EPICS SPECTROMETER
700 MiV/t

Fig. 15. EPICS spectrometer, elevation view.

The bending magnet apertures are very close

to the minimum required to transport the phase

.space through the bends. This was accomplished by

simultaneously adjusting the focal length of the

triplet and the edge angles of the bends to give

the required y waist size at a location midway

between the bends. Second order calculations using

MINIM3 indicated that 10"4 resolution could be

achieved. Before deciding on this design, we tried

second order calculations on many systems and ob-

served a correlation between cheaper systems had

better resolution in second order.

When we ray traced this system with MOTER, we

had even more difficulty than with the channel.

To investigate what the source of the difficulty

was, we fit all 70 coefficients through fourth

order to a set of 400 rays. Then we removed some

of the smaller terms to see the relationship be-

tween the number of terms and the resolution. We

also calculated the resolution for several differ-

ent sets of measuring errors. The results are
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2 3 4
A© rm* (mrad)

V M.V

Fig. 16. EPICS spectrometer resolution vs number
of terms and energy.

shown in Fig. 16. A resolution function is shown

in Fig. 17. These results are somewhat obsolete,

since we have recently found a set of 19 terms which

gives only slightly worse resolution than the 33

terms used for Fig. 17. We decided to build this

system since it approximately matches the beam and

no better system was available. If we did not have

the full power of all the features built into M3TER,

it would not have been possible to have confidence

that the spectrometer would work properly.

E. Other Applications

In collaboration with Ole Hansen and E. Flynn,

we have tried redesigning the QDDD with MOTER and

found that it is possible to make a factor of two

improvement in the resolution by varying a few

parameters. Perhaps a further Improvement is pos-

sible, however this is an academic exercise since

400

300
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100

0
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

-742xfO" 7.42X10"
.-4

Fig. 17. EPICS spectrometer resolution function.
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the LASL QDDD is already on order and it is too late

to change the drawings. Perhaps it would be reason-

able to consider redesigning the field clamps at a

later date.

Two other systems similar to the EPICS spectrom-

eter are presently being studied in Europe. At

SIN, there is a proposal for a pion beam and spec-

trometer designed to compete with EPICS which uses

several planes of detectors to keep the aberrations

under control. There is also a proposal for a beam

and spectrometer for studying hyper-nuclei at the

CEEN P.S. Both of these groups will need to perform

an analysis of their resolution which is similar to

ours to have confidence that these systems will

work.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have made several important improvements in

the technology of ray tracing which allow us to

design a wide range of magnetic optical systems

with confidence. These techniques bridge the gap

between low energy work in which multiple scatter-

ing is dominant and requires a well-defined focal

planei and high energy work in which it is possible

to use a large, poor quality magnet and reconstruct

momenta by using a sufficient number of measure-

ments. The technique of using as much information

as is available for each particia together with a

well-designed spectrometer shows great promise for

making possible cheaper and better systems in

medium energy and high energy applications.
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